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DTU Students Were Honored on Vietnam Students’ Day 

 

With their best accomplishments in study and extra-curricular activities, DTU students were honored with 

valuable awards on the 65th anniversary of Vietnam Students’ Day held at the Physical Education Center 

of Danang University on January 8th.  

   

 

Nguyen Dinh Khanh Dan was presented the “Five-Virtue Student” Award 

  

Interesting activities of students from universities and colleges in Danang warmed the atmosphere of the 

ceremony. DTU students actively participated in various games and performances, such as environmental 

protection fashion shows, dancing, Flashmob dance and others.  

  

At the event, DTU outstanding students were honored with awards. The “Five-Virtue Student” Award 

was presented to six students - Le Thi Ngoc Anh, Duong Thi Ngoc Bich, Dang Quoc Dao, Nguyen Dinh 

Khanh Dan, Tran Minh Da Thao and Nguyen Thi Tuyet. The “January Star” Award was given to Ho Thu 

Thanh Thu. Besides, Nguyen Thi Tuyet was granted a scholarship of two million dong by the Student 

Association of Danang city. 
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 Distinguished students were honored with awards at the Ceremony 

  

Ho Thu Thanh Thu, a DTU student of the Architecture Faculty, became one of the top 100 students of 

universities and colleges nationwide to receive this distinguished award. She said: “I am so delighted to 

receive the 'January star' Award. This proved the effectiveness of my sustained efforts in studying at DTU 

and became a great motivation for me to continue trying. I would like to thank DTU for providing us with 

the most advanced studying and researching environment as well as various opportunities to exchange 

experience with international friends.” 

 

Hopefully, with their creativity, enthusiasm and dedication, DTU students will achieve more success in 

the near future.  

 

(Media Center) 

 


